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Unit 8Unit 8 Fashionistas            Workbook

1 Language: articles

See pages 36–39

A   Circle       the correct article.

1   Paris, a / the beautiful capital on the / – Seine in the / – France, has always been the /
a world’s centre of haute couture fashion. 

2   The / – fashion for the / – dogs is a new trend in the / – USA. A / The fashion hasn’t
reached the / – Britain yet.

3   The / – Kate Moss is a / the fashion model. When she is at the / – work she earns about
$10,000 a / the day.

4   London Fashion Week takes place twice a / the year in the / – UK’s capital. You can see 
the / – latest clothes from the / – most important British designers. 

5   The / – people are starting to name their children after the / – brands. The / – most
popular names from a / the world of fashion are Armani for the / – girls and Timberland
for the / – boys.

B   Complete the text with a, the or no article (✖).

Vivienne Westwood is (1) … successful designer: she sells clothes worth £50 million (2) …
year. She never follows (3) … trends. (4) … clothes she designs always have (5) … individual
style. She started designing (6) … clothes with Malcolm McLaren, manager of (7) … famous
punk band, (8) … Sex Pistols. They had (9) … fashion shop in (10) … Chelsea, London; (11) …
shop’s name was ‘Sex’. Vivienne Westwood has always been (12) … controversial person. She
went to meet (13) … Queen at (14) … Buckingham Palace without wearing (15) … underwear.

Use the indefinite article a / an: 
• to talk about something for the first time
• to talk about something which isn’t 

special or particular
• with jobs
• to mean every

Use the definite article the: 
• to talk about something again
• to talk about something in particular
• to talk about something unique 

(there is only one)
• with superlative adjectives
• with some proper nouns, for 

example seas, rivers and mountains

Use no article: 
• to talk about something in general    
• with most proper nouns, for example

names of people, streets  
• with the names of most countries
• BUT not for certain countries
• in some phrases 

• Paolo is a fashion model. 
• A car arrived     • An ordinary day 
• He’s a teacher    • She’s a doctor
• Twice a week      • £250 a month 
• Sixty kilometres an hour 

• when the car arrived  
• the car was a Peugeot 

• the sun              • the Queen
• the best             • the worst
• the Mediterranean   
• the Thames  • the Alps 

• He hates fashion.
• We met George.
• We walked to Oxford Street.
• I was in Italy.
• the UK   • the USA • the Netherlands
• at home / at work / at college
• go to work / to school / to university
• in hospital / in bed / in prison
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2 Vocabulary

A   Find two more words for each list.

Footwear Outerwear

• shoes • jacket

Sportswear Underwear

• shorts • socks

B   Complete the sentences with the
correct words.

1   I don’t like tight clothes; I prefer my
clothes to be …… .

2   He never wears …… shirts. They’re
always patterned or checked or striped.

3   She wears a lot of ……: expensive
earrings and necklaces.

4   My sister likes people to notice her.
She always wears bright, …… clothes.

5   Pop stars often wear …… to hide their
face.

C   Describe what you are wearing today.
…………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………….

D   Complete the poster with the correct
words from the box. 

a) exploit      b) globalisation      c) organic      
d) factories      e) suppliers f) sustainable     

3 Word building

A  You can make negative adjectives by
adding negative prefixes. Find the
negatives of the words in the box and
put them in the table.

comfortable expensive fashionable
formal    organised    polite    possible  satisfied

dis- in- im- un-
dishonest    indefinite    imperfect       uncool

4 Use of English

A Complete the second sentence, so that 
it means the same as the first.

1 I haven’t been to a fashion show.
I’ve …… been to a fashion show.

2 I like buying shoes more than buying
clothes.
I …… buying shoes to buying clothes.

3 He wasn’t happy with his new trainers.
He was …… with his new trainers.

4 I left my sunglasses in the café.
I …… take my sunglasses with me.

5 I’m not interested in fashion.
I don’t …… about fashion.

5 Portfolio Writing

A  Your penfriend sends you a letter and tells
you about her new mobile phone. Write a
reply and tell her about your phone and
how you use it. Or say why you like or
dislike mobile phones in general 
(70–80 words).

B   Write a description of some of your
favourite clothes and accessories 
(120–150 words).

C   Describe your idea of the life of a famous
fashion designer or model 
(120–150 words).

To all fashion fans 
Stop (1) ……… ! Don’t buy clothes from
big global companies with (2) ……… in

poor countries. These often (3) ……… the
workers in their (4) ……… and pollute our

environment. Support (5) ……… cotton
farmers and buy (6) ……… clothing! 


